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Choose Language 
Proficiency level

Intermediate
Mandatory to follow 

Intermediate hardcore 
Language acquisition course

Advanced
Mandatory to follow 

Advanced hardcore Language 
acquisition course

Beginner
Mandatory to follow Beginner 

hardcore Language 
acquisition course

Pick course(s) from the list of 
in-depth language acquisition 

and thematic courses at 
beginner level

Min. 1 course, max. 3 courses

Pick course(s) from the list of 
in-depth language acquisition 

and thematic courses at 
beginner + intermediate level
Min. 1 course, max. 3 courses

Pick course(s) from the list of 
in-depth language acquisition 

and thematic courses at 
beginner + intermediate + 

advanced level
Min. 1 course, max. 3 courses



1) Mandatory to follow hardcore language acquisition course part of “Modern 
Greek Language classes (AUTh)”

1) NB. Student will not be able to choose, but based on module choice - beginner, 
intermediate, or advanced - they will have to follow respectively the beginner 
(A1/A2) course, intermediate (B1/B2) course or advanced (C1/C2) course

2) Student needs to pick at least 1 and a max. of three courses from the in-
depth language acquisition and thematic courses

1) NB. Intermediate can also choose courses from the beginners module; advanced
can also choose courses from the beginners and intermediate modules

Modern Greek: Module restrictions
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Choose Focus 
region

South Slavonic
Mandatory to follow Language 

acquisition course in the 
available South Slavonic 

languages
Pick hardcore language 

acquisition course

West Slavonic
Mandatory to follow Language 

acquisition course in the 
available West Slavonic 

languages
Pick hardcore language 

acquisition course

Pick course(s) from the list of 
West Slavonic in-depth 

language acquisition and 
thematic courses

Min. 1 course, max. 3 courses

Pick course(s) from the list of 
South Slavonic in-depth 
language acquisition and 

thematic courses
Min. 1 course, max. 3 courses



1) Mandatory to follow hardcore language acquisition course in either West 
Slavonic or South Slavonic

1) NB. West Slavonic this means that students can choose from: Czech Upper-
Intermediate  Course (B1/B2); Polish Upper-Intermediate Course (B1/B2); Czech 
Language for A2 Students 
South Slavonic this means that the only choice is: Croatian Language and the 
BCMS Language(s)’ Cultural Zone for Beginners 

2) Student needs to pick at least 1 and a max. of three courses from the in-
depth language acquisition and thematic courses in their module, i.e. West 
Slavonic or South Slavonic

Slavonic: Module restrictions
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Choose Nordic 
General or Finnish

Finnish
Mandatory to follow Finnish 

for Beginners (language 
acquisition course) and 

Culture of Finland (thematic 
course)

Nordic General
Pick course(s) from the list of 

Nordic General in-depth 
language acquisition and 

thematic courses
Min. 2 courses, max. 4 courses

Optional
Pick course(s) from the list of 

in-depth language acquisition 
and thematic courses

Max. 2 courses



1) NO mandatory hardcore language acquisition course for Nordic General

2) Student needs to pick at least 2 and a max. of four courses from the in-
depth language acquisition and thematic courses in the Nordic General
module

3) Finnish module has two mandatory courses: Finnish for Beginners and
Culture of Finland

4) Students can pick max. two courses from the other in-depth and thematic
courses (optional; same list as for the Nordic General module)

Nordic: Module restrictions
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